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Deva Matha Central School organised the 
prestigious Inter School Cricket Tournament ( Boys-
Under 17 Category) at the Garden City University 
premises on 28th, 29th and 30th June, 2019. Under 
the aegis of the leadership of Dr. Joseph V. G. – 
Chairman, Garden City Group of Institutions, the 
Inter School Cricket Tournament was meticulously 
planned. The high spirited event was illuminated 
by a staggering participation of 16 schools for 
the tournament. The Match Referees belonged to 
the esteemed Karnataka State Cricket Association  
(KSCA), bringing in with themselves high tenets of 
professionalism and cricket expertise. The DMCS 

International School, Kensri School, Lawrence High 
School, Vagdevi Vilas School etc. After many nail 
biting moments of quarter and semi finals clashes, 
the final match was fought between Vidyashilp 
Academy - Yelahanka and BGS International 
Residential School - Kumbalgodu. With many 
impeccable spells and undaunted batting line up- 
BGS International School - Kumbalgodu, emerged 
victorious and took away the Winning Trophy, 
presented by the DMCS School Director.

Mr. Muniraja K. V. and Ms. Vachana M. S.  
- Faculty Members
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flag was duly hoisted by the 
DMCS Principal – Ms. Geetha 
Somanathan and subsequently 
the DMCS Inter School Cricket 
Tournament was declared 
open by DMCS School Director-  
Ms. Vrinda Coutinho. Notably,  
the DMCS School Volunteers 
played a pivotal role in organising 
the matches, imparting heartfelt 
commentary and having a great  
on field and off field experience 
for themselves. With each school 
being totally engulfed by the 
cricket fever, a tough set of knock 
out matches marked the high 
voltage action on the field. Some 
of the schools that participated 
in the tournament and came 
out with flying colours were - 
Delhi Public School, Vibgyor 
High School, Royal Concorde 
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’He who loves not his country, can love nothing’
– Lord Byron

Come August and there is a palpable excitement in the 
air at school. Yes, the patriotic fervour peaks as students 
get ready to celebrate the country’s Independence Day, 
commemorating the day India became a free country 
on August 15 1947, and redeemed and renewed her 
tryst with destiny. Every Indian is filled with national 
pride and patriotic sentiments that find expression in 
celebrations all over the country.
What is this spirit we call patriotism?
Patriotism or National Pride is the feeling of love, 
devotion and sense of attachment we feel for our  
Motherland. It is the allegiance we owe to our country 
and the feeling we share with our countrymen and 

PATRIOTISM AND NATIONAL PRIDE

Editorial Ms. Mumtaz M. H. 
- Faculty Member

women that, together we can achieve more and we 
can take our country to the acme of greatness.  
It was this profound patriotic feeling that prompted 
eminent cricketer M. S. Dhoni to pledge to serve the 
Indian Army in Kashmir by undertaking the duties of 
patrolling guard for almost fifteen days. He has made 
himself unavailable for the ongoing West Indies Tour, 
to be able to fulfil his commitment to his mother 
country. May his resolve serve as an example to all the 
youth of our country!

I vow to thee my country,
All earthly things above,

Entire and whole and perfect,
The service of my love.
– Cecil Springs Rice –

Statue Of Unity:  
The National Pride Of India
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COLOURFUL BUTTERFLIES

THE MAGICAL GARDEN
My ‘magical garden’ is my school play ground. It is always very exciting 
to go and play in it. There are also flowers like marigold, poppies 
and pansies. The sunshine falls on my garden and the flowers dance 
and sing happily. They say to one another, ‘I have hundreds of little 
gardeners in this campus who share a smile with me’. They water  
my thirsty roots with their colorful gaze and innocent talks. My school 
playground is a place where I have shared the best memories with  
my school friends.We have played, fought, hugged and understood 
the real meaning of discipline and friendship.

Prajit Rajeev  - Std. III

THE REWARD
Once, I saw my neighbour’s wallet lying on the floor near their doorstep. “Oh, I want to buy 
some chocolates using this,”  I thought. I picked up the wallet and went to the shop. But as I was 
about to buy my favourite candy bar, something stopped me. “No, I cannot do this. I cannot 
betray my own neighbour’s trust in me.” I ran back home and went to my neighbour’s house.  
I was nervous and hesitant. She had seen me through the window picking up the wallet. She  
wanted to check whether I will be honest enough to return it to her. On my return, I gave her 
the wallet and explained how I had got it. She was happy with me for being honest and as a 
reward she gifted me my favourite chocolate goody box. Honesty is indeed the best policy.

Nivedita Suresh T. - Std. V

THE MOON
The moon is so beautiful,
It shines so bright like silver,
It has many shapes in a single night,
That make my heart quiver.
Sometimes it becomes full, half and crescent,
Leaving my mind upside and bent.
The moon looks like a ball sometimes,
 It spreads silvery light in the night.
 It reflects the sun’s light,
 Which is cool and bright.
The crescent moon looks like a cradle,
In the sky with many stars dancing around,
The moonlit night looks so beautiful,
Which makes me feel so peaceful and sound.

Rashmi V. - Std. VIII

PENMAN’S CANVAS

I was walking through the garden,
When I saw a bunch of butterflies,
I was struck by their beautiful colours,
The beautiful wings and its vibes.
They were flitting among the flowers,
They were like a group of angels,
I felt I was in heaven,
I tried to catch them but they fly in a sudden.
I’ll admire their beautiful colours,
I’ll admire their beautiful wings,
But I’ll never try to catch or keep them, 
Because that is as good as committing a sin.

Sri. Varuna - Std. V
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DMCS BANASWADI – EVENTS

GARDENIA KINDER- ATHLETIC MEET

4

NATIONAL DOCTOR’S DAY
National Doctors’ Day was celebrated 
with unprecedented joy at Deva Matha 
Central School, Banaswadi on 1st July, 
2019. An interesting and enlightening 
programme on the role doctors play 
in society, their dedication and selfless 
service to humankind, was beautifully 
showcased. A theme based dance 
performance and an emphatic speech 
on the various medical specialisations 
was the highlight of the day.

Ms. Hema Shankar - Faculty Member

VAN MAHOTSAV DAY
DMCS Banaswadi celebrated Van Mahotsav Day on 6th July, 
2019 with enthrallment and commitment. A theme based 
speech and dance was the highlight of the day. Many artwork 
and posters adorned the campus, coupled with heartfelt 
slogans to celebrate the day. The day beautifully showcased 
the importance of keeping the mother earth green and 
taking small steps every single day to work towards it.

Ms. Banaja Sahoo - Faculty Member

DMCS Banaswadi organised Inter-School Gardenia Kinder Athletic Meet 2019 with great vivacity and exhuberance. 
A staggering number of over 200 participants competed for the extravaganza. The Chief Guests for the event 
were Mr. C. Linge Gowda - National level Kabbadi player and Mr. D K Basavaraju - Cricket Coach (Karnataka State 
Cricket Association). The event began with the hoisting of the DMCS flag, followed by a heart warming welcome 
speech and invocation dance by the students. The Chief Guests were duly felicitated, subsequently declaring 
the Sports Meet open. A wide array of athletic events like - Running Race, Balancing the Bean Bag, Hurdle Race, 
Tennis Ball Throw, and Foam Javelin Throw - were the major highlights of the day. The event ended with the prize 
distribution to all the winners and the participation certificates to the school representatives, accompanying the 
participants. It was a very successful event leaving behind many long lasting memories... Kinderfun Team
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DMCS VIDYARANYAPURA – EVENTS
NATIONAL DOCTORS’ DAY

HOME FOOD VERSUS FAST FOOD

Deva Matha Central School, Vidyaranyapura, observed National Doctor’s Day on July 1st 2019 - to honour the 
dedicated and selfless service rendered by doctors to society. The students shared information about the 
various branches of the medical field such as cardiology, nephrology, radiology, orthopedics, pediatrics etc.
A skit was performed to enlighten us on the hectic schedule of a doctor’s daily routine. We salute the 
doctors for their dedication and selfless service. Sanjana Shinu - Std. IX

PRESENTATION ON SOLAR SYSTEM
DMCS Vidyaranyapura students gave a presentation 
on the topic of Solar System in the morning assembly.  
They made placards and painted their faces with bright 
and beautiful colours to represent the Sun and the 
eight planets of the Solar system. A demonstration 
of the orbits of the planets around the sun and many 
other interesting facts were shared. An audience 
interaction session was also held. We feel so humbled 
when we realise that we are just a tiny speck on planet 
earth, which is part of the solar systems in the Milky Way 
Galaxy; one of the many galaxies of the vast Universe. 

Harshitha K. B. - Std. VII

DMCS Vidyaranyapura students presented a 
powerful talk on Home Food versus Fast Food. 
The talk show was very informative as it revisited 
the fact that most of the fast food snacks are high 
on salt and fat and contain little or no nutritive 
value. They have added chemicals as taste 
enhancers and these are extremely harmful to 
health. They can be totally avoided if we adopt a 
healthy life style, by including plenty of physical 
exercise in our daily routine and eating a healthy 
diet of home cooked food that includes plenty of 
vegetables, fruits and nuts.

Abhishek R. Nair - Std. X
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TALENT CORNER

I started learning music at the 
age of five. It was my mother 
who deciphered my talent in 
music. Everyone remembers 
their first guru. My first guru was 
Usha Maa’m - it was from her 
that my first lesson of music was 
learnt. Currently, I am learning 
Carnatic music, folk songs and 
devotional renditions. This 
would have not been possible 
without the encouragement 
given by my parents and 
school management. I have 
represented my Alma Mater 
at various junctures and have 
taken immense pride in that. 
Music is my heart and soul. God 
willing, I would like to take up a 
career in music as a vocalist.

Gayathri K. C. – Std.VI

While there are countless ways to solve a Rubik’s cube, 
Que Jianyu (China) decided to make the challenge 
even harder by breaking the record for the Fastest 
time to solve three Rubik’s cubes whilst juggling. After 
training for two years, the 13 - year-old was able to 
solve three Rubik’s cubes whilst juggling is 5 minutes 
and 6.61 seconds and he did it live on the iDream of 
China TV Show!

Jeyani Shekar - Std. X

GUINESS BOOK OF 
WORLD RECORDS“MUSIC IS AN UPASANA TO 

REACH THE SUPREME SOUL.”  
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PARTNERS IN VALUE CREATION 

QUALITY INITIATIVE

CURRENT AFFAIRS
LUNAR EXPLORATION MISSION
Chandrayaan-2, India’s second lunar exploration mission after Chandayaan-1 
developed by the Indian Space Research Organization. The mission was 
launched from the second launch pad at Satish Dhawan Space Centre at 
Sriharikota in Nellore District, Andhra Pradesh. on 22nd July, 2019 at 2.43 p.m., 
first to the Moon by a GSLV MK III.

It consists of a Lunar Orbiter, a Lander and a Lunar Rover named Pragyan, all 
developed in India. The main Scientific objective is to map the location and 
abundance of lunar water.

Launch of Chandrayaan-2 was originally scheduled for 16th July, 2019 at 
21:21 UTC but was called off due to a technical snag notice, while filling 
the cryogenic engine of the Rocket with Helium. The launch was delayed in 
order to avoid failure, and that such things are common globally, say experts.

A successful landing would make India the fourth country to achieve a soft 
landing on the Moon, after the space agencies of the USSR.

“The virtue of honesty incorporates not to break rules and 
regulations, be disciplined, behave well, speak truthfully, be 
punctual and help others truly.” 

Our School Honesty Box contains stationery and chocolates 
wherein students drop in coins and pick up articles of their 
choice, without any restraint. The most astounding fact about 
this initiative is that the counter is completely unmanned. It 
is completely dependent on the honesty and conscience of 
the student to pick up the item of his or her requirement.

Kristy Chatopadhya - Std. IX

Yoshitha G. - Std. VIII

iLEAD
Let’s have equal space to express… 
The Art of Argumentation - How to persuade by building effective 
arguments?

Language is an impressive achievement. We use language skills in 
our everyday life, when we speak, read, write or talk. We support our 
beliefs by presenting arguments that prove us right or wrong. The 

more solid the arguments, the higher our chances to persuade the 
others.

“Because I said so…”, how many times do we hear ourselves 
saying this to our kids? Especially when we are questioned or 
confronted by them. How about instead of getting threatened by 
their questioning skills and shutting them down; let’s give them 
an equal space to express. If we are able to do so we are not only 
empowering them with the ability to express but also, enabling 
their acceptability of respecting others point of view.

Often the word ‘argument’ is posed as a negative word. If we can 
guide our kids to see how it can be used as a positive tool while 
keeping the following points in mind:
• Arguments are not mere opinions.
• Arguments must be supported with facts, realities and 

experiences. It is also important to articulate consequences in 
the arguments.

• A good argument should ideally not end with ‘it has always 
been like this…’,  ‘you won’t understand these things…’

Lets’ use arguments as a tool to make sense of the world rather 
than a mechanism to force our thoughts and ideas on our children. 

Don’t raise your voice, improve your argument.”
Ms. Nisha Kalra - iLead Felicitator
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A. RYAN - IV IVY ANUP - VIIEVELYN GRACE - III

AVANEESH JOSHI 
- III

RAMKISHAN TEJA - VII

SHARON A RAJ - IIIPRANATHI - IIISANVI SANDEEP 
BHOMKAR - II

PRAJWAL GOWDA V. 
- III

YUANA YADHUKUMAR - II PRATHAM GOWDA - III

PREETHAM J. - II

T. NANDAN MURUGESA - II

Did you Know !
KABBADI WORLD CUPS 

India has won all 5 Men’s Kabbadi World Cups held till now and have been undefeated through-
out the tournament. India Women’s team has also won all Kabbadi World Cups till date.

SHREEYA K. - VII


